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Found Slain

For J. M. McLin;
Burial Friday

Conservation And
Rains Eliminate
e
Water Shortag
--

Brief Illness Fatal To
Prominent Citizen,
Director of First National Bank

Hays' Spring Again
Rising; Crops Benefited By Monday's
Downpour

Festival Officials And Executive Committee Last Rites Held

Princeton's water supply, deFuneral services for James M.
clared last week via an emerency
McLin, prominent Princeton bushandbill, to be running alarminess man, who died after a brief
ingly low, is better now and the
illness last Thursday, were held
ban on car washing, lawn sprine of colorful attractions
Friday at 230 o'clock at the Morkling and other not absolutely
sort and led by topgan Funeral Home, the Rev. Charnecessary water uses, was lifted
les Brooks, assisted by the Rev.
'gh school bands of this
Monday.
J. T. Cunningham, officiating.
inaugurates Princeton's
Announcement of the improveMr. McLin was 70 years old.
Festival.
Tobacco
ual
ment in Hays' Spring flow came
Mr. McLin was born and reared
spread
50 Frincetonians
a few hours before Monday
in Caldwell county, spending
gaiety through 14 Black
night's inct7 of rain and while
most of his life in Princeton,
Grayson
Billie
of
body
The
wns Wednesday via
where he was a director of the (above), 18, was found nude the downfall added little to the
Tour and an equal numFirst National Bank and a stock- propped against a gravestone in big spring's volume, the flow is
• ted to go Friday. The
Princeton's Fifth Annual Tobacco Festival, curtain of which is about to be rung up, has
holder in the Federal Saving and a Chandler, Okla., cemetery Mon- now better than at any time this
y tour was made in the been promoted and arranged, largely, by the men pictured above. Numerous committees headed
Loan Association. He was owner day. A few hours before the body summer.
of Madisonville and the by other active workers, also have had prominent parts in developing this year's celebration,
The water ban, according to
of a large number of houses in was found her girl friend left her
orrow will carry the expected to hit a new high in entertainment for the people of the Black Patch. Officers and
Princeton and was a one-tirna struggling with an unidentified unofficial information, is the first
boosters to Murray and members of the executive committee are, left to right in the picture, front row: T. J. Simmons, cafe operator here.
ever to be issued here. Hays'
man in an automobile.
'ate points.
Spring, long a wonder in this
managing director; Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, president; Dr. F. T. Linton, secretary,treasurer. Second
Mr. McLin was the son of Mr.
(AP Telemat)
Simmons, managing di. row: W. D. Russell, James McCaslin, C. R. Baker, R. S. Gregory, George 0. Eldred, J. F. Graham, and Mrs. James William MeLin.
area, survived the intense drouth
of 1930 without noticable dropthe Festival corporation, Joe Morrison, Hillery Barnett, members of the executive committee. Dr. C. H. Jaggers, publicity
His wife was Miss Katie Harrelping off.
day about everything
chairman, and William E. Jones dance committeeman, were not present for the picture.
son, who died about 14 years
Winter rains in 1929, however,
take place during the
ago.
kept the flow going through June,
on has been arranged.
Funeral services were marked
„.s have been carded,
July and August of 1930, when
by reading of tributes from the
no rain fell. The shortage this
....es scheduled, and the
First National Bank and the Loan
year was attributed to the exis nearly ready to get
Association, and a group of setremely dry winter of 1940.
lections were sung by a quartet
Princeton people did their part
work remains to be done
of Robert Morgan, Mrs. Walter
The Litchfield, Ill., Newsin last week's conservation of
seats in Butler stadium
Towery and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Herald recently published an
water, officials said. No violadance floor for the
Wood. Scores of friends gathered
advertisement reporting on a
tions of the water ban were reBall remains to be finfor the rites.
survey of what happens to
Caldwell families whose drink- ported. The Illinois Central RailFestival leaders said
He is survived by three brothhandbills distributed in that
all loose ends can be
ers, William, Ed Lee and John ing water comes from wells, cis- way's cooperation was invaluable,
city.
Mayor Lisman said Monday night.
ed before next -ThursOut of each 1500 circulars
Rev. D. D. Dugan, outstanding McLin; two sisters, Mary Etta terns or springs were warned The company's trains stopped
A proposed new city ordinance, distributed, the advertisement
niec
a
McLin;
Elizabeth
and
.•g.
Tuesday to practice care during
community worker in all sorts of
taking on water here as soon as
G. Hubbard said Wed- originating several weeks ago, said, 681 were left on the
Kutcivic movements here the last 14 Mrs. Mary Florence Mason,
early Autumn months against the shortage was noticed and
boxes, with seats for designed to prohibit trucks park- lawns, in the shrubbery, and
Ray
McLin,
a
nephew,
and
tawa,
SepPrinceton
will
leave
years,
filth, as safeguard against water water thus wa.s left _in reserve
had been sold and that ing on Main street except for a unopened on porches.
tember 1, tcraecePt a po..4ftion In
in event
's total was well ahead limited time to load or unload,
Burial was in Cedar Hill ceme- borne diseases, especially typhoid for Princeton's citizenry,
The newspaper said its sur- Ashland with the Crippled Chilear's at a corresponding was a lost cause this week as "a
by County Sanitary Inspector it was needed.
vey covered the seven months dren's Commission of Kentucky tery.
Caldwell county crops were
e said about eight boxes difference of opinion" concerning from October 1940 to May 1941. Mrs. Dugan and their son, Bobby
Wylie Wadlington.
benefited immensely by Monday
to be sold. Headquar- the law resulted in the measure's
to
Mr.
Dugan
alert
against
must
be
accompany
folk
Rural
will
night's downpour, West Kentucky
reserved seats will be death.
Ashland, where they will live.
typhoid, the official said, because Experiment Sub-Station officials
Mayor L. C. Lisman said Mononday at Kentucky Utilwhich
of
The Kiwanis Club,
scarce rainfall this year has said Tuesday. Late corn, tobacco
day night the problem was in
said.
Mr. Dugan has been an active
caused the water level in springs, and other crops, declared last
E. Jones, chairman of finding parking place somewhere
will
member since coming here,
cisterns and wells to be far be- week to be suffering acutely,
committee, said Tues- besides on Main street, and that
honor his service to Princeton
low normal. Filth bearing the added almost enough moisture to
,ts for the Queen's Ball, so far no adequate space for comC. M. Wood, secretary of the with a special program Thursday
dread fever germ is easily wash- complete their growth, it was
at reduced prices in ad- mercial and farm vehicles to stop
Princeton Federal Savings and Aug. 28.
ed into the water by even the said.
• on sale at Goldnamees had been found. While the mayor
Mr. Dugan has become widely
lightest showers, he said.
Loan Association, was reported
clearof
favor
in
was
he
indicated
swell's,
Kentucky because of
over
known
Wadlington recommended stering congestion created by trucks out of danger Wednesday follow- his civic work, especially his
tteenseco oi the. .ho
lization of water by boiling if
t and needlework exhibi;/ leading and unloading, he offered ing.ri heart attack suffered late energetic efforts for the Commuprognostications, based on purity is doubted. He said very
auty contest, style show' no suggestion as to whether the Saturday at his Hopki
ity Chest, a service for destitute last year's record and losses by little typhoid has been reported
the various other events bill will be taken up later.
street home. Mr. Wood was families, every year.
Five Caldwell county dairies
graduation, fail to give the bleach- this year but that due to the
originated
The ordinance was
• satisfaction this week
stricken shortly after dinner SatHe came here as pastor of the elites who follow Butler's grid- drouth and recent showers, the were announced today as Grade
early
her of entries already by Councilman J. H. Watson
urday night and was first thought First Christian Church, in 1926 iron Tigers every year, a very disease is likely to spring up at A establishments by the County
•, and Dr. Engelhardt in July and found favor among to be in a serious condition. He resigning his position 73
4 years favorably prospect for the fall any time if great care is not Health Department and Sanitary
/
much doubt remained as some members of the municipal rallied well Sunday and was on later, but consistently keeping up
Inspector Wylie Wadlington. They
pigskin season.
practiced.
fifth annual celebration body.
his way to recovery early this his meritorious community work.
are Beckner's, Wylie's Ethridge's,
While the Tigers have not yet
Parking was to have been lim- week, his physician said.
e biggest yet.
Clift's and Martin's dairies and
practiced and Coaches John Sims
nd Elia Nall announced ited to small pleasure-commercial
were graded in accordance with
and Cliff C.x have not looked
•ey will furnish a special vehicles only and all other truck Mary Loftus Accepts
the specifications of the U. S.
over the squad or commented,
by
except
prohibited
$10 for the Kiddie and parking
Public Health Milk Ordinance and
Secretarial Position Here
the team appears riddled with
ade which will be held special permission of the chief of
Markings of Princeton streets Code.
such stars as 1...)well Hobby, Reg
eliminate
to
began
The tent revival which
police. Purpose was
morning
jMary Loftus, who for years
Catlett, Buddy Varble and others will receive a bright new coat of
an acute traffic congestion, espe- was associated with Hollowell's last week on the Hopkinsville gone.
paint for the Tobacco Festival, Tax Collection Move
Saturdays,
d Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, cially on Mondays and
Drug Company here and for the road under direction of the Rev.
The Tigers however may pull city officials said Tuesday, and Brings Fair Results
che Hobgood and datigh- in the business district.
last several months has been at- and Mes. Paul Montgomery was something from the grab-bag and streets themselves will be cleaned
th and Robbie Lou, and
Results of last week's campaign
tending school at Business Uni- moved to the Singler lot near work through the season to good for the crowds expected to throng
.ae Harris spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess, Fre- versity, Bowling Green, has ac- the intersection of Market and purpose since Gene Sisk, hell- them the last of this month. by the city to "Put Princeton's
donia, were visitors here Monday. cepted a position as secretary at Donivan streets, this week. The for-leather quarterback, Ramsey Lines and other markers will be financial house in order" by imderic'.
the Kentucky Whip and Collar new site provides ample seating Taylor, Jr., fine blocking back painted a vivid yellow and the mediate collection or straightenCompany. She assumed her new space and room for a chorus choir from last year's reserves, Pooch lettered markers, new black. The ing up of all old street debts have
of 100 persons. The Rev. Dargan Perry, massive bulwark at left courthouse lawn has been trim- been fair tho, not yet adequate,
duties this week.
Montgomery, brother of the offi- tackle, Hinkle Miller, lean, ag- med and midtown generally Mayor L. C. Lisman said Tuesciating minister, and one-time gressive left end, Buddy Chil- brushed up for the thousands who day. About $200 was collected
pastor of the First Baptist Church dress, understudy to Captain Cat- will come here during the Fes- and several people signed for the
here, will aid in the services.
10-year plan.
lett at center, and J. C. Robert- tival.
week Kentucky will be fense program and, the Navy inson, tough left guard who has
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Kiwanis Club To
Honor D. D. Dugan

Drinking Water
Should Be Cai-efully
Guarded, Advice

To Pay Tribute To
Civic Leader At Aug.
28 Meeting

'Difference Of Opinion' Causes Bill To
Be Dropped

Butler Looks To
Young Footballers

C. M. Wood Recovers
From Heart Attack

Few Veterans On
Squad As Practise
Call Nears
.tarly

To Ask Kentuckians
Man New Battleships

40-

What Happens
To Handbills

Typhoid Warning
Is Issued Here

Five Caldwell Dairies
Are Rated Grade A

Revival Location
Moved To Princeton

Streets Prepared
For Fifth Festival

Band-Parents' Club
To Have Outing

Still Thinks War Wrong For
Preachers But Marriage Is Right;
So Walter Weds His Sweetheart

Sportmen's Club To
Hold Picnic Today

Thursday, August (41,
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good reason that things . . . all things we
need, will be higher almost from day to day.
If we have more money later on to buy
what we need then, as is indicated by the

Keep 'Ern Flying!
•

,rowitng On
ain Street
...

experience of other inflationary periods in
our national life, that will be just dandy. If
we don't earn in proportion to the rising price

of
s in
tegn
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give' me
ilt,acling
,111, Yess
where once
Because,
„
thousands of joy, of

scale, we then can trim our sails sufficiently
to enable us to live within our incomes ...
and perhaps we may even learn that many
things we now look upon as necessities really

,
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NECESSITIES WILL COST
MORE LATER ON
When you get away from home . . .
'
meaning from Princeton or any other small
Kentucky town in this section, you realize as
never before how much the war is affecting
this nation; yes, how much it is affecting
you and your family, even tho about the only
pressure you have felt up to now is via the
newspapers, radio ... and perhaps you have
had a jolt or two if you've tried to trade your
old family bus or listened to the wailings of
the females at your house who are anticipating a shortage of silk stockings.
Travel in any direction and you soon hit
defense activities, see plenty of soldiers,
dodge tanks and Army trucks on too narrow
highways, pay high prices for food in public
eating places, listen to a variety of war talk
from men in uniforms and out ... and over
and beyond all this, if you're moving in the
marts of trade at all, there is the talk of inflation, of shortages, of an end to businessas-usual, high taxes and an all-out war effort
now that most Americans
_
_ seem to realize
for the first time that war, for us, almost
certainly is coming this autumn.
Leon Henderson has been behind the
8-ball so long now that price regulation by
Uncle Sam is sure to come too late to prevent
inflation in many items. Already cost of food
and other necessities has risen 10, 15, even
20 percent, with other increases promised as
soon as stores have sold present stocks of
goods.
Two schools of thought among economists are divergent, the one advising it is
good business to save now, the other urging
that to buy is best because dollars are going
to be cheaper, easier to get and that therefore borrowed money will be easy to pay.
Safest plan is to buy what you need now,
without hoarding and sans fear that what
you need later will either be impossible to
obtain or too high in price.
There is going to be plenty of food and
ample clothing for all citizens of the U.S.A.;
also, our large manufacturing plants not engaged in the defense effort are going to produce merchandise the market wants and the
people with money in their pockets will buy.
August and early September, usually a
period when what we are accustomed to designating as "the summer slump" is on, will
see no decline in retail trade here this year
... will, on the other hand, be a time of
brisk business.
The Leader is provided with several of
the best financial services published in this
country and the writer of this piece tries to
digest this advice for readers of these columns, now and then. The best we are able
to figure, from recent perusal of all Mrs liable
sources of information, is that it is wise to
buy now what is needed now, for the very

better prepared.
Aluminum collection by Boy Scouts and
the Legion may have been more to awaken
war consciousness of American public than
for the metal involved. Especially in smaller
towns, many citizens who, largely because
they so dislike to think of unpleasant things
have put the war as far out of mind as possible, were impressed as they had not been
before with Uncle Sam's serious attempt to
speed the action of preparedness and defense
when the boys went to homes for pots and
pans and the bins on the courthouse squares
in thousands of towns filled with the needed
metal.
Had it not been for the unexpectedly
stubborn resistance of the Reds, experts believe, we would have been drawn into the
Battle of the Atlantic, have been forced to
wage a Battle of the Pacific, or both, before
now. The same experts expect collapse of
the Russian armies sometime in September.
Hence, following the same reasoning, we will
go in sometime in October; or, if the Japs
really are desperate, sooner.
While the people of this nation, sympathetic toward the smaller peoples who have
been subjugated by the Nazis and full of admiration fbr the staunch stand made by
Britain in the face of France's disgraceful
capitulation, are concerned for the cause of
freedom iri-the world ... most hf-them -stilt-are not very mad at anybody, would much
rather not fight Hitler's hordes if anything
less than that will avail.
Word coming latterly from Europe,
brought by returning diplomats on the West
Point, and by others who have had first-hand
opportunity to learn the facts close to the
action, is to the effect that nothing short of
full aid to England will curb the Nazi drive
to conquer the world.
Now therefore we of the hinterlands are
at last face to face with the bitter fact of
war within a few brief weeks, unless an unexpected miracle happens; and, as France
learned to her everlasting sorrow and disgrace, the age of miracles seems to have
passed.
11111
Members of Congress would probably
vote to keep themselves on the job for the
duration of the emergency.
In St. Louis an escaped lunatic was
found playing in a jazz orchestra. There
may be others.
Before condemning a writer's work because it isn't original, think how much worse
it might be if it were.
After about 100 years it has been discovered that the eagle on Navy buttons, cap
devices and other insignia has been facing:
the wrong way all the time—to the left when
it should be to the right. Orders have been
issued to have the eagles face right in future,
in accordance with the traditions of heraldry.
Farragut, Dewey and Sampson didn't know
how Incorrect they were.
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are luxuries, especially when there is a war
emergency and the nal.ion requires some
sacrifices of us all.
ALUMINUM CAMPAIGN
BRINGS WAR CLOSER HOME
The United States, nothing like ready
for war, can thank Russia for time to become
better prepared, more nearly ready. s
Military experts think we will be in -the
war, doing some of the shooting, "in October." And this is why the government, as
far as externals show, is delaying all along
the line . .. in an effort to be considerably
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
$1.00 a year
Resident of Caldwell County
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PENNYR1LE POSTSCRIPTS •

By

G.

M. P.

Doc Engelhardt was thankful to
be around Friday morning, even
tho the storm of last-minute preparation which annually precedes
opening of the Tobacco Festival
engulfed him and kept him a-dither.

plumb worn out . . . Pennyriler,
who makes week-end dashes of 400
to 800 miles about Kentucky frequently, can testify such trips away
from home and back are mighty
wearing.

For the Festival head almost was
like the Little Man Upon the Stair
. . . who wasn't there, Thursday
afternoon. Doc slipped away in his
car, with rowboat on top, to escape
the pressure for a while, fishing.
He got the boat into Eddy Creek,
loaded his tackle and pulled out
where the water was deep . . .
Readhing for some Catalpa
"worms," Doc felt the boat flip
_over
and_when he came up,.. he
was under the, boat. He thought
All was Over; but managed to
scramble back to air and then to
the bank... Friday, between Festival flurries, he was bemoaning
loss of all his rods, reels, etc.

It may be another case of misery
loving company but it is right comforting to observe Doc Jaggers' office light burning pretty late a good
many nights this snmmer ; and to
know other sinners are suffering.

Have you been in Dawson
Springs' downtown district recently, where in other years there was
so much gay laughter about the
New Century Hotel, the Hamby
House and the stores where summer visitors, in search of health
and fun, gathered?
11111
If not, go. You'll be surprised
at the rejuvenation that has taken
place recently . . . The New Century has been renewed with paint,
neon lights across the entrance ...
Hamby's famous old Well and the
store building which houses it has
been modernized without and within and also invites with lights in
color ... There is a new mineral
bathhouse to take the place of the
noted old Lansdowne, destroyed recently by fire.
Jack Whitford, new president of
the Dawson Springs Chamber of
Commerce, is large responsible for
the renaissance. Mr. Whitford tells
Dawson Springs business men,
"Everything that made this place
famous and popular a generation
ago is still here"; and is insisting
Dawson Springs can stage a "comeback"; with which this visitor is
constrained to agree . . . if he can
get a little help on his ballyhoo.
1111i
Henry Sevison, our white-haired
banker friend, is back from another of his hectic "vacations"; and

1111
‘
Some time ago a paper published
in a Kentucky town stated that
there were no "old maids" in the
town. According to the standard
set-by The late-Senator-Jo. Blackburn, there have never been any
old maids in Versailles. The Senator, in raising his hat to spinsters
60 to 70 years of age, when he met
them on the street here, addressed
them as "young ladies." To an inquirer he explained, "Why, all
ladies are young ladies until after
they marry." (Woodford Sun)
We all know about outlook for
automobiles and silk stockings being scarce because of the war but
here's a new one: Easter lilies are
going to be practically aint next
time, on account we get 97 percent
of the lily bulbs, ordinarily, from
Japan.
1111
Bill's worries were whittled down
to one last week when his draft
examination showed him qualified
for only B-1 classification ... He
now can devote his entire worrying
time and talents to the gals . . .
Incidentally, Pennyriler is very
pleased to have Bill a while longer
because he is developing into a
pretty fair newspaper guy and people tell us they like him. The latter
is very considerably more than half
the battle, in any of Life's endeavors.
11114
Rumor at Frankfurt last week
said Clifford Smith and associates
would soon take over ownership
and publication of the Frankfort
State Journal . . . This daily was
recently placed on the market and,
while never very successful, financially, it could wield a considerable
political influence; and its job
printing contract with the State
makes it an attractive venture, if
the operation is efficient.

A Laughing Matter
1rVin Cobb's Favorite St
The main character in this s
is a gentleman who has one
gift, and a passion for displa
it in casual company.
Far overtaken in liquor, this
tiste groggily invades a snug"
saving station" to find it des
except for one beer clerk and
earlier arrival who is draped,
rather twined, over the far en
the bar.
"Gimme dry Martini," says
newcomer in a loud tone of vo'
He imbibes it in one prac
swallow, takes a tentative bite
of the rim of the emptied roe
glass, chews it up, and swallo
Having found this experim
morsel to his tastes, he then
ceetis to eat first the top of
glass, and then the bottom,
eluding the feat by smacking
lips and tossing the denuded
into a convenient cuspidor.
"That one wasn't dry enou
he states to the man behind
bar. "Kindly make the next
very, very dry."
Again, with eager gulps, he
pests the performance. As
tosses the second stem away,
customer at the end of the
who has been observing these
tounding proceeding:, with o
interest, murmurs:
"Well, I wish I might be
burned!"
"I support," says the exhibi
1st heatedly, "that you think
a nut?"
"Biggest dern' nut ever sa
answers the onlooker. "MY,
poor sap, don't you know the s
are the best part?"
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Management, lost interest, mo •
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STREET BLOSSOMS...
saying the biggest crowd
attend a dance in this
gather for Bernie Cumthe Queen's Ball . •
re talking in excited
about the thrill of chinebig time orchestra in
... All, which makes
daddies smile because
favor tells a success
and removes much of the
about the mammoth floor
Sled with a bustling crowd
less than a month in
Privates John McBride
*. lie Griffith have been
quad leaders . . Giving
above all, a feeling of ad.t and a yen to
travel
• Wilson Routt took Nancy
&fogharn flying last week
the "Ace" has another
• for his hastily acquired
handling sky crafts . •
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Looking Backward
Ago, TodaY

Ten Years
(From our August 21, 1931 fi
The barbecue and picnic •'
gored by the W.O.W. will be
Saturday, Aug. 27, and men
from surrounding towns have.
invited to attend the old fashl
celebration at Lake Rabbit.
Rev. D. D. Dugan delivered
sermon, "To the Cross," la
union church services held
Sunday. Rev. E. E. Digs
sided.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L Davis
recovering from injut
received in an automobile
while on a vacabion trip to t
ville. •
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Divorce Delayed

rowling On
ain Street
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Washington Daybook

Nazi Plane Brought Down

Er Jack Stinnett

sy 5ILL POW1LL

Washington—Sen. Carl Hayden,• more mystery to it than that.
1
But that doesn't explain all the
Arizena, shepherding the now
vetoed $320,000,000 defense high- mystery behind the present deRABBIT and the surfense highway act. The original I
way bill through the Senate, gave
• countryside, barren now
survey, completed last February.
an
standing
forgotten
in
enlightening
exposition
on
diskly
gathered dust for months while
me
gives
pangs
of
Illness,
tribution of f eder al highway various departments and agencies!
•
Because,
where
once
,
funds.
argued about who would have
r of thousands of joyGoing back to 1933 and the charge of it. Finally, only $125,rang out regularly, where
days of the $3,300,000,000 relief 000,000 was asked, with the sug65 members of our still
bill, Senator Hayden explained gestion that it be disbursed by!
bunch sought pleasant rethat he had gone to the Presi- the President on a basis of de- '
1
dent and outlined his belief that fense needs.
m routine, where the pools
splashed daily by hundreds
When the bill finally passed.'
the quickest way to put people
mers and where dancing
to work would be to earmark a Congress had upped the sum tn
tered to the call of music
portion of the relief funds for $320,000,000 and gone back to the
spacious ballroom floor
old apportionment policy. Dubbed
highway construction.
spKter reigns full of IonThe President said he had 'de- as purse "pork-barrel" legislation
Skeleton
framework
of
.
legated relief to lour members of by its opponents, the measure
rna ent al walks and
the cabinet, Secretary of War was vetoed by the President and1
span the dry pool-beds
Dern, Secretary of Labor Perkins, the veto upheld in the House by
e cool springs bubble up
Secretary of Interior Ickes and the narrowest margin.
-lost in the unsightly unMara Menet (above), French Secretary of Agriculture Wallace.
.
1111111111011111911111.1111 111111FIMMINIRIONSIMS1011111.1.11.
'th now rampant where blues singer, learned in a Los Dern and Wallace immediately 211111
mimed areas were ... The Angeles court that to obtain her approved the plan. Secretaries
e is tumble-down and the marital freedom she must either Ickes and Perkins balked.
use stands filthy and gap-, produce a witness named in her
They were, Senator Hayden deMout windows . . . The big divorce suit against Robert Teldy clared, without political experilagoon filled with cat- when it was filed in Paris, or she ence. They felt that the funds
ii ethei water growth, is can wait 51
/
2 years and sue to should be disbursed in unemployBy John Selby
and will soon be only have him declared legally dead. ment centers. Talking to Srreta- ...MMIIIIMM.M.MUMMOMMMWM.11.11______ Ft
She said she could get no word of ry Ickes, the Senator said: "Mr.
y frog and snake haunt.
Teldy since he joined the French Secretary, you are now and with- "THE WHITE WOLF," by Franklin Gregory; (Random: $2).
STORY of Lake Rabbit is air corps just before Germany's out political experience. If it beSMOKE MEANS
liar here, perhaps, it invasion of France.(AP Telemat) comes known in Arizona that a
Every so often a debauch is
somewhat in a decade . .
man named Ickes has money in
Is death not at all extra- since mid-winter, will be leaving Washington to improve the road good for the reader's soul, really
Russian navy men looked over the wreckage of a Nazi plane
It was merely the case for Mayfield and a new post as between Tucson and Phoenix, and good. 'But finding exactly the brought down somewhere on Soviet territory, according to Moscow
management, lost interest, motorcycle rider . . .
One thing, the people ask me to get some properly improbable book for the sources. This picture was sent from Moscow to New York by
ozen other things that can the Festival has replaced bore- money for that road, I am coming debauch is difficult, and some- radio.
(Associated Press Telemat)
a thriving center to be re- some weather and heat conversa- to see you."
times impossible. Just as the dog
.
1
1.1101
Secretary Ickes explained that days come 'round, Franklin Greg- 1
to a wasted has-been. It tion with something a trifle more
a woman of 30. She loves and
adually, they say, and be- interesting . . . The James
there were at least some senators ory provides the right book. He
Smalls
respects the theater with all her
who were willing to take that calls it "The White Wolf,' and it
mceton was aware of the have trioed and congrats to
them
Barrymore heart. She already
n Lake Rabbit sn.ael neg- . . . Lanky Wylie Wadlington chance.
• DON'T WAIT UNTIL
is nearly perfect of its kind.
has appeared in two Broadway
Yes, Senator Hayden explained,
and in obscurity . . . Sev- would take tritense interest in the
Here is the bare sketch of Mr.
plays, expects to appear in anIT'S
en, the park has received County Court Clerk's pretty of- some senators would be willing to Gregory's accomplishment. He
By ADELAIDE KERR
other this fall, has had several
ts of revival but each time fice hand, R.L.H., with a ghost of take a chance on getting there wants to tell a story of horror,
(AP Feature Service)
seasons in summer stock, and
down appearance was encouragement . . . a Mainstem before the other fellow, but final- the story of a girl who after due
Alflan11111.11111.81 ______ MIRMINIONIMINOMMOU/11101010M
Prevent excessive wear which
says in the spring she will join
midable, the enterprising regular looked wistfully after his ly "you will have 96 senators and preparation fulfills the curse
can make your car a "smoker."
Hollywood's
ranks.
(Six
months'
rs turned to more logical favorite as she trudged away and 435 representatives on your neck, which was placed many years beUse Insulated Havoline Motor
The daughter of John Barrycontract
was
in
process
of
arOil, Texaco's finest. It is insuOnly recently, one inter- said, "She has a smile I'd like to whereas if the matter is handled fore upon her family. The family more is one person the Great
rangement
when
I
talked
with
lated against heat, against col&
rson was discouraged aft- keep as a souvenir and a person- in the normal way, and the money was originally French, and the Profile won't overshadow:
her.)
Havoline is wholly distilled;.1
re of dreams because of ality that affects me like my own is apportioned among the states, curse is that every seven generaDiana Barrymore is a darkDiana spends money like a
free of harmful elements which
so that the work can be decen- tions a werewolf turns up and eyed, dark-haired, spirited girl of
k of lighting facilities at reflection in the mirror."
accelerate wear.
Barrymore; has a passion for potralized, you will not be bothered goes it horrid course. Sara is the 20 with the manner and voice of
bbit
litics; hates cafe society; won't
with
it
at
all."
girl,
and
Sara
begins
her
active
MEMOS OF MAIN STREET
discuss her love affairs; likes
Without 'Political Experience' career as a beast by tea-.ing the her father and her neighbors. The
YEARS GO, the park Margaret June Childress is fitdancing, People, tennis, horseback
The
senator
then
reported
to
head
off
a
11 farther into disruin. ting in well at the AAA office
baby. Which is quite a father is a gentleman and mildly
riding and the Middlewest.
and grass will obliterate and Mr. Groom is seeing to it the President that "two members jolt to the reader, but preparation a cynic—but human. The boy who
HAvolat
Now, let Diana take the floor—
asvoi94
'
of
the
cabinet
who
understood
the for what follows.
• ks of past merry makers, that she isn't bothered by office
loves Sari is one of those quiet that's what she did when I walkBecause what follows comes as fighters to whom a melodramatic ed into
ding drives will become loungers lured there by her pret- situation" approved earmarking
her dressing room in the
and Lake Rabbit, once a tiness . . . Or maybe Jimmy Carr' the funds and apportioning them close to being a logical develop- incident would be anathema, up Riverside Theater in White Plains
Id name here, will exist has something to do with that ... to the states; but "that two mem- ment as is possible in so macabre to a certain point. So with the where she was appearing in "Caprvitalavies sr
the memory of those who Todd Yates is Visited regularly bers who were without political a tale. Those dread seizures in- other people in "The White Wolf." tain Jinks of the Horse Marines,"
in its hey-day. Its re- by his Murray girl friend and experience objected and wanted variably produce dread results, But the sense of something slith- 40 years after her famous aunt,
le variety of springs will seems the case is not of the "Pass to create a great bureaucracy in and slowly involve one person af- ering into the midst of this gentle Ethel Barrymore, starred in the
and provide refreshment in the Night" variety . . . Fredo- Washington, which would com- ter another in a web from which scene is never lost, and when the same play.
pa and wanderers but its nia Bluffs, where cool water and pel the sponsor of every road there could only be one er..ape, shattering climax comes it is, in
"My career'? Oh, I know what
I glory when swimming solitude abounds, is getting to be project to come to Washington and it as horrible as the web it- Hollywood language, terrific.
I want to do with that," she said.
and
secure
its
approval."
self.
And
little
by
little
a
quiet
picnics, big dances and cel- tops for Main streeters endeavorThe President didn't want that, Pennsylvania
countryside bens on holidays will forever ing to get away "from it all" on
buried. And memory will Sunday afternoons . .. Barnes, at Senator Hayden said, adding that comes only a stage setting for a
only proof that once a Hoptown, with Va. Winifree, first "that was before the bureaucrats drama of creeping, pervasive
park, a mecca of thou- queen of the "Black Patch," may in Washington had had time to chill. This chill is felt by Mr.
Gregory's reader, unless he is the
'very week, existed just pull is good style show stunt and influence his thinking."
So, with the aid of attorneys unimaginative sort who cannot
the city limits of Prince- present four models, all past
from the Comptroller General's be divorced from ABS fact, and
queens, at the Festival clothes
office, Senator Hayden drew the the reason it is felt is what is
revue.
legislation which gave the states good to me about this odd book.
STREET BLOSSOMS...
The reason is Mr. Gregory's
$400,000,000 for highways — on a
saying the biggest crowd
population and mileage appor- way of juxtaposing the madness
attend a dance in this
tionment basis that has been our of the principal character against
gather for Bernie Cumpolicy ever since. There is no the ordinary, urbane, calm life of
d the Queen's Ball . .
ey're talking in excited
By using ton-litter methods,
about the thrill of danc- Milton Greer, a farmer in Nelson
a big time orchestra in county, made a net profit of
n . . All, which makes slightly over $15 a pig. The litter
en daedies smile because consisted of 10 Duroc-Spotted Poce favor tells a success land-Chinas that weighed 2,375
/
2 months old.
removes much of the pounds when 51
about the mammoth floor They brought $11.75 a hundred.
led with a bustling crowd Howard Campbell, assistant couner less than a month in ty agent, says alfalfa, bluegrass
Privates John McBride and korean lespedeza pasture
die Griffith have been helped to hold down the cost of
uad l'aders . Giving raising the litter.
hove all, a feeling of adConcerning hogs, Grady Sel'eat and a yen to travel lards of the University of KenWilson Routt took Nancy tucky College of Agriculture and
Scrugham flying last week Home Economics says: "Hog raisW the "Ace" has another ers generally are aware that
for his hastily acquired profits vary from time to time,
handling sky crafts .
completing a cycle within about
Harold Rudd, cop here six years. Wise hog producers
OPERATING COST SO% LOWER—Year 'round operating cost of
measure their success by what
the average family-size 1941 Electric refrigerator is considerably less
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I Literary
Guidepost

,

"Part of the year on the stage—.
drama, rather than comedy—and
six months of the year in the
movies. Some time I want to do
a musical show. I have a sort ot
torch voice. I can do tricks with
,it.
\ "Most of all, of course, I love
the stage. But I'd like to be in
the movies as a money making
business. Money slips right out
of my pocket. I've made a lot
and there's nothing in the bank.
I don't.know where it goes.
"Marriage? Oh, that can wait.
I'm not engaged. No, I won't say
who's head man. Daddy talks
about these things. But I won't,.
They're not the kind of thing*
I want to discuss."
Diana leaned toward her mirror and smoothed her make-up
with a rabbit's foot. Above a pair
of black slacks she was wearing
a mannish beige shirt with the
lower half unbuttoned, the front
ends knotted and tucked in, leaving a triangle Of the Barrymore
diaphragm in view.
As she cinched the knot a grayhaired maiden lady poked her
head in the door to say: "I just
want to tell you how much I enjoyed you in the play. You're
lots better than your aunt"
Diana answered her sweetly,
(Continued on Page 3)
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Hogs Selling At
Favorable Price
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Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service

Always Get
SAFE - SURE - STEADY COLD

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at
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want to make these last weeks
qpunt for the most. Cordially we
invite others to worship with us.

College Girls Set Styles
And Fashion Falls In Line
By Amy Porter
generally, and can be made to
(AP Fashion Editor)
double for a turban.
College girls take fashion
In jerkins and vest, sleek suedes
tation from nobody. And why from California deserve a hand.
should they? They set styles.
They dye to the richest, most beBack-to-school shops opening coming shades.
this month offer just exactly what
Dirndls in jersey and velveteen
the girls aave asked for—classics look pretty much as they did last
for campus wear, full - skirted year, and that was pretty good.
peasant dresses for dates (stuIs there anything else you'd
dents will have none of the taper- like? Name it, and some manuing silhouette), and gadgetly ac- facturer will be glad to whip it
cessories.
up for you.
This year, if you're headed for
college, you'll find entertainment
in goofy gloves. Merry Hull has
designed some you should like.
They're of sharp-colored capeskin, in Miss Hull's freefinger design, with the edges pinked with
regular pinking shears. Good old
mittens have learned new tricks.
The next training meeting for
Those called knee-high reach up
4-H Club members who wish to
to the elbow, for confusion. They
try
for the Caldwell 4-H
are in heavy cable-stitched wool, dairyout
cattle judging team will be
red or green. If you liked last
held Saturday, Aug. 23, at the
year's moppasins—those slippers
West Kentucky
,Experiment Subwith soles like a mop—you may
Station at 2 o'clock. It is very
like the same idea done for your
important that those interested
hands, plain red knit palms, white
attend this meeting, as it will be
mop backs.
impossible to accept any new conHats are about to get their turn
testants later.
at bat. Even a sophomore has to
The Tobacco Festival Corporadrop her prejudices long enough ,
tion has designated the Garrett
to try out several swell new hat
building on the north side of the
notions. There's a stocking cap
Main street as headquarters for
with tassels, two of them, reachthe 4-H exhibit. This building
ing down to the waist. Also, and
will also be headquarters for the
Granny Harper doesn't think playing a harmonica is tomboyish
sillier, there's a stocking cap that
quilt show and Homemakers' dis- and neither
i she ashamed to admit she is an octagenarian as
Is just that, literally, made out of
play.
Kentucky State Fair visitors will learn when they see and hear
a ribbed stocking.
The following schedule will be her with
the rest of the Renfro Valley Barn Dance Troupe at the
There's the pigtail hat, with
followed in picking up 4-H exbig preview Saturday night, Sept. 6, in the Horse Show pavilion.
two yarn pigtails. This is for you
hibits at schools where 4-H Clubs She is
shown above with two of "the boys" in this stellar radio
if you haven't hair enough to
are organized:
hillbilly show.
braid your own. To keep your
White, Wednesday, Aug. 27, at
ears warm, try big knit pompoms
8:30 a.m.; Lewistown, Wednes- OMMIN ggggggggggg:mumtttttmono
hitched together on a felt band.
Mrs. Bud Scott, Mr. and Mrs.
day, Aug 27, at 9:30 am.; Hall,
Five - inch wide leather polo
Ragon Cummins, Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday, Aug. 27, at 11 a.m.;
belts look new and nice on a
Elmo Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Eddy Creek, Wednesday, Aug. 27,
small waist, above a wide-pleated
Morris, Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Harold
at 1:00 p.m.; Friendship, Wednesskirt.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Oliday, Aug. 27, at 2:00 p.m.; Flat
Aside from your favorite sweatver, Misses Eva and Katherine
Rock, Wednesday, Aug. 27, at
er, shirts, skirts and jackets,
Morris, Fern Smith, Florence
3:00 p.m.; Cobb, Thursday, Aug.
FRIENDSHIP
you've indicated your fondness for
Oliver, and Messrs. Roy Crowe,
28, at 8:30 a.m.; Farmersville,
Friendship Homemakers were Vernell Hunter
long middy styles, for jerkins,
and Gerald CumThursday, Aug. 28, at 10:30 a.m.
entertained at their last meeting mins.
vests and jumpers. The newest
Those who can bring their en- of
the month, Friday, Aug. 7, at
jumpers look like blacksmith
tries to the exhibit headquarters the
home of Mrs. Floyd Hunter,
aprons, with the bib part wide
COBB
should do so on either Wedneswith an old fashioned picnic and
at the shoulders, then whittled
Cobb Homemakers met Tuesday or Thursday. Entries will
weiner
roast.
to narrowness where it's attached
day at the home of Mrs. William
not be accepted after noon ThursThose present were Mr. and Kennedy with
to the skirt. Bibs are removable,
11 members and
day.
Mrs. Deamon Morris, Mr. and three visitors
present. The meeting was presided over by Mrs.
V. T. White, president, and the
chief topic of discussion was
"Prepgredness," led by the chairman. The club members made
plans for the annual organization picnic which will be held
soon.
Shown in black and
Club members and their famibrown suede. Cuban
lies, together with other families
heel.
of the community, will meet for
the outing.
Those present at the meeting
were Mesdames J. T. White, D. D.
Rogers, Mallory Porter, Hettie M.
Dunn, Ernest Lacy, Carl Johnson, Ray Adams, 0. M. Bryant,
Patent Tango
William Kennedy, Jack P'Pool,
Pump. High
Misses Dorothy Ridley, Juliette
or cuban heel,
Johnson, Fanny Newsom and
open or closed
Joan Adams.
toe. Sizes 2 to
10. AAAAA to
C. Special order.

Caldwell 4-H

Club News

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
Bible School at 9:45; morning
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH worship at 11, sermon theme: "A
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
Parable of the Boy Who Said He
Sunday school at 9:45. An in- Would But Didn't"; B.T.U. at
vitation is extended to all who 6:30; evening worship at 7:30,
would come and study with us. sermon theme: "The Danger in
Morning worship at 10:55.
Our Day of Pre-Occupation";
Christian Endeavor at 8:30,
three age groups. Evening worship at 7:30, congregational singing. •
Wednesday evening, mid-week
prayer service.
A cordial welcome to all visitors.
Sunday afternoon at 2:30 Rev.
Chas. P. Brooks will preach at
Cross Roads Christian Church.
The people of that community are
invited to attend this service.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
W. L. Baker, Pastor
9:45 Sunday school: 8:30 Methodist Youth Fellowship; 7:30 Wednesday prayer service.
"The Challenge of Moral Evil
to the Best Within Us" is the
subject of the sermon Sunday
morning; "Our Tribune God" for
the evening.
We are coming to the close of
our Conference Year and we

Busy Plant
Mernphim Tenn, tg,
Wohiraths flaw" :
6
on a. 24 - hour •
grafting, Wohlraiii
in producing baiii tgak
night-blooming
Christmas cactus
The cereus bloom
gt i4e
the cactus in dle da•
prayer service at
710
nesday evening.

Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with The Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.
FREE! If excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching, Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains, get free
sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug
Store.
tooct9pd

Brown suede.
Closed toe with
alligator trim.
Cuban heeL

LOST—Jersey heifer, 600 pounds,
twenty, months old, short-horned.
Strayed from Princeton stockyards Monday, Reasonable reward. Call or see Walter Conger, Marion, Ky. ,Route 4. Phone
6321.
ltpd

erson is a native of Caldlinty and Mr. Pierson lives
ling Green.

about the glamour town!
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Charlotte Greenwood -l.ó
Carole Landis • Cabin° W
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EXTRA! SENSATIONAL NEW I

"Pence By Adolph Hifi
An analysis by March of Time of Hitler's long list
broken promises, double-dealing and teacheries!

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
CONTINUOUS
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Walter PIDGEON
Joan BENNETT
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George Sanders
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rtoddy McDowell
Ludwig Stossel
1016
y • Fox
Extra—
"WAR IN THE DESERT"
COMEDY—"HOOLA BOOLA"
MOVIETONE NEWS

SATURDAY
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Betty Miller's book, "In
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Boone
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Fredo
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Mary Wilson entertain- Agnes
the home of J. A. Wilson, Lilly
nia, with a chicken barbecue Messr
'day night. The following Charl
present: Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Chart
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cole- Elroy,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wil- dren
. and Mrs. Frank C. Wil- genvil
all of Princeton; Mr. and Glenn,
Wilson Glenn, Mrs. Effie Beck
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Coleall of Crider; Mr. and Mrs.
Allen McElroy, Mr. and
Marvin Gray, of Hodgen-
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tE IN EXILE"
"HORSE FLY 0
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NOW IT CAN BE TOLD!

1 DAY — FRIDAY ONLY

The true story of America's
"suicide fleet" that blasted
the U-Boats off the seas!

CONTINUOUS SHOW FROM 1:00 P.R.

0/106111111/

placed in the stores her
Merry Maid Club severa
ago for "Bundles for Brit
$7.e;
ye yielded a total of
will be used for buying a
child's outfit for war
COmmit•ze for that vencomposed of Mrs. W. G.
Mrs. Richard Gregory
. C. F. Engelhardt.
1 of $10 has been taken
the Bundles for Britain
for the newly organized
-So Club to make inlayettes. Mrs. John Sims is
t of the young matrons'
' 'on and Mrs. A. G. Wil
the chairman.

3 DAYS! SUN. - MON. - TUES.
The glamour musical

Homemakers

Black suede tear
drop pump. Cuban heel, toe in.

Ltr Robert Pierson,

M71aanileaMagt.

DON AMECHE • BET!!

Club News

osnfeowhheliksir:11111:GgOrrete:::

BROUGHT BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND
ESPECIALLY FOR THE FESTIVAI'

ALL KENTUCKY

hV„,,FtGINAlk

LOVES TO CALL

1I,„

CS

GOY

IT'S VERY OWN!

,%oact.a sti
ilYesi4
I 7da
,C
A'XTI
In Techiseal, with

LORETTA

YOUNG

FOR SALE — Solid - Walnut, 11piece dining room suite.—Mrs.
Shell Smith.
it

Ho

RICHARD

GREEN

FOR SALE—About 300 bu. ol
corn for sale. William S. Rice,
tel.- 25, Princeton, Ky.
ltf

Black suede V throat.
Open toe. Continental
heel.

AS *FEATURED IN VOGUE, MADEMOI5ELIX„
'
AND HARPERS BAZ,LAR,

MILK COWS FOR SALE—Two
registered Jerseys-4 and 8 years
old, one with young calf.—G.
Jones, Kuttawa.
1 tp

SECOND BIG FEATURE!

Right on the clot for
young

A triple Mast ef
tremble basting!

Ulm) active

who like to
kqk cacually urban

APARTMENT WANTED—Family
of 4 desires private apartment or
4 or 5 room house. Phone 50.
FOR RENT —First floor apat t
lent, furnished or unfurnished.
2 rooms, private bath, porch and
entranee.—Minor Carey, 406 W.
Main.
ltp
_
FOR RENT — Seven-room house.
Located 107 Locust St.—Thomii,i
Winters, phone .364-W
Ito
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There was, a birthday dinner
given in honor of Mr. James Myers and his grandson, Fred Deboe, at the Myers home here Sunday. Mr. Myers is 89 years of
age and looks forward to this
large gathering of relatives and
friends each year. The following
enjoyed the event: Mr. and Mrs.
Jess Myers and children, Vernetta, Janie, Gilbert, Kenneth,
Martha Lee, Mrs. Alvie Babb and
children, James, Josie Marie and
Charles, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Deboe, Mr. Tom Myers, J. F Deboe,
Oscar Lewis, Mrs. Ray Clegg and
children, Billie and Zoann, Mrs.
Truman Ray and children, Charles Amos and Ronnie. Mr. and
Mrs. Kell Sullivan and daughter,
Anna Lee, and Mary Ellen Lewis,
all of Fredonia; Mr. and Mrs. D.
V. Rowland, of Crider; Mrs. Louard Rowland and sons, Billie Lee,
Bobbie and Kenneth, of Princeton; Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Tabor,
Mrs. Addle McMasters and Mrs
Hanson Rushing, of Mexico, and
Miss Tealie Myers and Mr. James
Myers, Fredonia. A delightful
dinner was served and everyone
reported an enjoyable time.

Homemakers Hold
Joint Outing
PEN 12 NOON.
ason ''shuttleer
toi
Right on the dot for
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was a visitor here last Monday.
S,
Mr. and Mrs. William Pickering
spent several days in Louisville
last week.
>>
Rev. Charles P. Brooks and
family spent Sunday in Hopkins-

The Leader]
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wheeler,
Fredonia, on the birth of a daughter, July 28. She has been named
Patricia Irene.
>>
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Floyd
Scott, Marion, Route 2, on the
birth of a daughter. She has been
named Hilda Mae.
>>
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Darnell,
Fredonia, on the birth of a son,
July 28. He has been nanied
•
Frank Leroy.

2.
Mrs. Gerald Baker, Eddyville,
was a visitor here Saturday.
:o
and, Mrs. K. R. Cummins
and daughter, Wanda Leigh, Mr.
Joe Cummins and Miss Birch
Cummins left Monday for Juneluski, N. C., for a week's vacation. They will also visit other
points in the Carolinas while they
are away.
>>
Mrs. Ray Martin, Cobb, was a he will be under the care of Dr.
Eustace Semmes.
business visitor here Saturday.
>>
James Phillips, former allMrs. Otie Darnell, Rozel, Kas.,
is visiting relatives here and in S.I.A.A. basketball player and
now athletic director at Clinton,
the county.
was a business visitor here Tues>>
Miss Stria Nall, of the Sula and day. His home is in Eddyville.
e
"Eliza Nall store, is in Chicago
>>
this week, where she is purchasMrs. L. E. Babcock, Shawnee,
ing new fall and winter merchanOkla., and children, Jimmy and
dise.
Jane, are guests of her sister,
>>
s, Mrs. Ed Thacker will leave Mrs. Berdie V. Moore, and fam
within the next few days for ily, West Market street.
>>
Chattanooga, Tenn., where she
IMrs. Will Cartwright and Dor'
will be the guest of relatives.
othy Satterfield returned home
7>
Bryan Goodwin, Otter Pond, Friday after a month's visit in
MILADY DONS FURS for Autumn; and even in late summer cosCharleston, S. C., where they
tumes commanding most attention are trimmed in fur. This model left Tuesday for treatment at the
Baptist Hospital, Memphis, where were the guests of Mrs. Cartdisplays something verY nice for fall's first crisp evenings.

onians Give
cken Supper

DOE

iiiii
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W.M.U., Caldwell County
tion, will hold an all-day
at the First Baptist
here, August 22. The
ill be devoted chiefly to
n study and a review of
Betty Miller's book, "In
will be presented by
vine; Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
E. M. McCaslin.
Boone, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Landes, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowery, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wilson, of
Fredonia; Misses Frances Young,
and Mrs. Frank C. Wilson Cotha Hollowell, Evelyn Clift,
iiss Mary Wilson entertain- Agnes Traylor, Lucille Spickard,
the home of J. A. Wilson, Lilly Wilson, and Mary Wilson;
nia, with a chicken barbecue Messrs. Art Jensky, Shellie Dunn,
iday night. The following Charles Baker, Frank McElroy,
present: Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Charles Ray Guess, Seldon McMr. and Mrs. Robert Cole- Elroy, Wilford Baker. The chilMr. and Mrs. Harold Wil- dren were: Peggy Grady, Hod. and Mrs. Frank C. Wil- genville; Larry Wilson, Thomas
all of Princeton; Mr. and Glenn, Charles Glenn, Jimmy
Wilson Glenn, Mrs. Effie Beck and Bobby Beck.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Coleall of Crider; Mr. and Mrs.
Allen McElroy, Mr. and
Marvin Gray, of Hodgen-

APRA S

ARNOLD
BRENNAN

iiiii

marriage of her daughter,
, to Mr. Robert Pierson,
Bowling Green.
On is a native of Calclty and Mr. Pierson lives
een.
g,

Relief'Club
Activity
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Last Year's Queen

to Bardstown where he is a school
Miss Rabbi Carter, Clinton, visited Rev. and Mn. 0. M. Schultz,
HopkinsvWe street, the first
this week.
S
Miss Flivabeth McKinney, Dayton, Ohio, was a recent visitor
of Mrs. Owen Thomas.
Miss Dorothy Waddell, Salem,
spent last week-end as the guest
of Miss Dorothy Norman, who is
a nurse at Princeton Hospital

Gresham Pettit, Michigan City.
Mich., spent last week-end witli
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gayle
Pettit.
g
George Smiley, Jr., Chicago,
Miss Elizabeth Turner, last spent last week-end with his
year's "Queen of the Black mother, Mrs. G. M. Smiley.
Patch," Madisonville, who will
Louise Jones is visiting
reign over the beauty contest
opening night of the Festival to her daughter, Mrs. James Flemselect this year's Queen. Towns ming, in Owensboro, this week.
>>
of the Black Patch will be repMiss Robbie Lou Hobgood is
resented by about 25 queens.
Princeton's entrant is Miss Eliza- on vacation this week, visiting
beth Worrell, burnette daughter relatives in Bowling Green.
e
of Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Worrell.
Miss Annabel Jones has rewright's brother, Mr. Leeman turned from Paducah, where she
has been the guest of Miss DoroCartwright and family.
thy Mitchell.
teacher.
0. M. Schultz, Jr., son of Rev.
Tree-climbing fish abound in
and Mrs. 0. M. Schultz, is on a
South Sea voyage this month. He Ceram, an island in the Dutch
will return early in September East Indies.

Personals
Corporal Edward Brown and
Pvt. Donald Draper, who are stationed at Camp Forrest, Tenn.,
spent last week-end with the
Corporal's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. R. Brown, West Main street.
>>
J. B. Maxwell, Jr., is the guest
of relatives in Paducah this week.
Nancy Lester, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Lester, left Monday for Patterson, Mo., where she
will teach for the coming year.
>>
iHomer Ray Patterson is improving after being quite ill for
the past ten days.
e
Mrs. H. R. Braddy, Murray,
visited friends an& relatives here
last week-end.
t
Claude Wyatt has returned to
his home in New York City after
a two-weeks' visit with relatives
here.
<4
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Orange
have recently moved to Princeton.
>>
Mr. and Mrs. K. R. Cummins
and daughter, Wanda Leigh, and
Mrs. Malcolm Cummins spent one
day in Owensboro last week.
>>
Rev. John L. Corner, Murray,

Your Black-Patch Style Center

I

dames D. W. Satterfield, 0. B.
Satterfield, S. J. Satterfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Cook Oliver and Misses
Nancy Scrugham and Roselle
Dunning.

FOR

PRESENTING:
• Miss Virginia Winfree—'37
• Miss Nell Rice Wynn—'38
• Miss Martha Barnes—'39
• Miss Elizabeth Turner—'40
Your four former Queens, chosen by YOU, to
grace your Festival—now coming back, chosen by
US to grace your Festival once again, and show you,
at their best advantage, chosen pieces from Barnes
"fit-for-a-Queen" fall and winter collection.

ICTORY
AS IN

OGUE

00110811
.
011
.
Homemakers' Clubs of Bethany ousiiiiin111.1110,11001.1.1181111.1014.101MtWoon.
1011111
1114
and Eddyville Road combined on
Friday for a picnic at Twin
For the sophisticated miss and
Springs. At noon a picnic dinner the woman of impeccable taste
tour
was served and an inspection
discrimination WICARSON
Sat- and
of the new homes of 0. B.
is the home of Junior Guild
folterfield and D. W. Satterfield
dresses and suits, Junior Deb
lowed. Those present from the coats, Anne Mitchell dresses and
Bethany organization included: Annis furs . . .
Mesdames Fred Easley, Beatrice
Jenkins, Lewis Jenkins and Mrs.
Watch Wicarson Windows
Jenkins and son, of Detroit. Those
Eddyville
the
from
attending
For Fall Fashion Parade!
Will
Road Club were Mendames
Dennie
Beck, Charles Rowland,
EXCLUSIVELY YOURS
d Has'. Misses CyCash, Cleveln,
and
rena and Alta Gresham, Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs. Urey Lamb, Mr. and
CharWylie Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
rs,
(Incorporated)
les Lester and two daught,
Mrs.
M. 3 .ind Lillian, Mr. and
Hopkinsville
Doro- 121 E. Ninth St.
J. a. Lester and daughter,
Tandy,
H.
W.
Mrs.
and
thy, Mr.
MaeMr. and Mrs. Will Story,

From the store you have made your style center
of the Black-Patch, will be shown a range of fashions
from the most tailored casuals to the most -sophisticated formals. Long the leader of the community in
style and quality, we add to our list for your pleasure: Beauty. Don't miss seeing this spectacular display—on Aug. 28th. It will be a thing to remember.

WiCARSON

laia••••••••••"ar
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droopy state of your hot weather lar in these dresses, though
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cure, according to stylists, ment. We'd vote for crepe or the license number that he recog- tributed leaflets called "Eat Home
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of going "a141.01se,"• because one who are good psychologists in sheer wool in a rich fall color— nized his own automobile.
Grown Foods for Health and
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Such a dress bridges the sar- thyst, red.
And while you're transitioning,
locality.
For a new look, you'll want don't neglect to try out a pair of its founder, William J. Flake, and
torial gap from summer to fall,
a friend, Erastus Snow.
restores your confidence in your bulk above the waistline, slender black stockings.
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New York CPI —Alice Frost, radio actress, returned from her
honeymoon and began reading
the accumulated fan mail. It included an even dozen proposals of
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Next Contingent Of
Selectees To Leave
September 2
Latest group of Caldwell Selectees to be called for examination is composed of 10 who registered in July and two who
signed up in the first registration
last October, draft officials said
Tuesday. The July registrants
are Ellis Porter Haile, Walter
Leemon Baker, Earl McGraw
Scurlock, Lawrence Orange, Joseph William Simpson, Morris
Milton Trotter, Ovid Herbert
Thomas, William Richard Harper,
George Milton Lax, Willie Earl
Humble, and the October registrants are Clarence James Crowe
and Ainsworth Boyd.
The Caldwell board has received instructions to have a contingent of nine Selectees ready
for induction Tuesday, Sept. 2.
Their names have not been announced.
William Shelby Boaz, a volunteer, was the only selectee sent
from here this month, tho, Herschel! Drennan, a Caldwell registrant, was sent from Bisbee,
Ariz. They both passed final physical examinations. Leonard M.
Trotter and Arthur Bone were
examined this week.

Deaths and
Funerals

Otter Portd Club
Holds Annual Picnic
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Card Of Tha

Ha:mby's Well Offers
Politics Is Personal In Kentucky;
Mineral Baths At
Sheriff Orbie Mitchell said last
Pleas Read Like Diaries Dawson Springs
night no clue to the whereabouts Candidates'
of Jack Jones, 14-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Jones, who
disappeared after leaving his
home for Railroad Lake, east of
Princeton, early last Wednesday,
had been found after several days'
search. The youth was alone,
Mitchell said, when last seen
walking along the railroad tracks
in the lake's direction. Searchers
hay: combed the shores of the
lake for 'signs of drowning and
may drag the waters today,
litchell said, if no word of the
youth is received. The officer expressed belief the boy might have
wandered away from home, rather than having met misfortune
while alone at the lake.

Expense Account Given
Caldwell Referral Agent
Caldwell county fiwal court and
'Princeton City Council voted
this week to appropriate a joint
sum of money for the WPA referral agent, Mrs. Katy Mae Mc- Bfiefel, monthly expmse account.
Mrs. McBride was formerly given
a straight salary, paying her own
expenses, but WPA officials indicatel If an expense sum was
no provided, the office would be
r.2moved from this territory.

By Amy Porter
(AP Feature Service)
Beattyville, Ky., Aug. 19—They
say harsh things about Kentucky
politics, but they shouldn't. Primary elections here in Eastern
Kentucky brought to light the
finest sentiments among the candidates.
Walter McFarland, candidate
for jailer, made this statement in
the Jackson County Sun: "I am
66 years old, a farmer and have
a crippled wife riding around in
a chair and this is the reason
that I am asking the people for
the Jailer's place, that she may
be at McKee so that her people
may come and see her on public
days, and I can be there to talk
and advise your boys and lead
them to the right and not come
back to the old Brick building
any more.
"My wife is one-eyed John
Lake's daughter and Jeff Morris
is her grandfather . . .
"If elected I can make you as
good if not the best Jailer you
ever had. I hear some people saying that I don't need the place.
What I have I have labored for it.
I have never been any expense to
the county and have paid taxes
ever since that I was 19 years
old."

/ provision of $3.50 a week for
the support of her pet cat was
Politically effective as it is to
contained in the will of the late have a wife who deserves symIsfa:s Alice Judge. Bogota, N. Y. pathy, it is even more advantageous to a candidate to be a
preacher or to have a midwife
for a mother.
A preacher candidate in Campton could and did say, "I have
thousands of souls in this
Meeting Clinton Lodge No. saved
county and I want every one of
82 called for 7:30 Friday eve- them to vote for me."

ning, August 22, 1941, to conf...r the first degree. Brethren A former midwife in Whitestake notice. Visiting Brothers burg ran a notice in the paper
saying, "I brought hundreds of
weiclme.
babies into the world. Now I
Earl Gray, Master
C. W. Tovrery, Secretary.

ell County appealed to conscien
tious parents. He says, "Elect a
fellow who'll take care of your
boys when they are in trouble
and not shoot their heads off the
way some people have done."
K
Local pride won many a vote
for Dewey Morris of Jackson
county. His published statement:
"As most of you know I had to
leave this, my native county and
follow coy job to Madison County
in order to feed my family. I am
pleading with you people to elect
me your jailer . . . so I can bring
my family and come back home
where we have longed to be since
we had to leave."
K
In the newspaper "Thousand
Sticks," in Hyden, W. H. Matting
ly makes his plea for election to
the office of County Judge: "I'm
presenting my claims to a great
compact body of the truest, most
loyal and sensible people the sun
shines on anywhere in Eastern
Kentucky, and for that reason you
are entitled to have a man for
your pickett guard to carry the
blazing torch and searchlight that
will expose the wrongs and misapplication of justice and equity
which we as a dependant people
have underwent. Elect me to this
sacred office and the law shall be
my guide, and my time, ability
and energy will be given to bring
you out from under the dark
clouds of despair and disappointment into the bright sunlight of
hope and easement . . .
"Drive the devil out of your
homes and let Jesus in and you
have done nothing to fear . . .
"If elected I will build these
branch roads furnishing you some
work, and will deliver your corn-

Christian Church
To Present Movie

Daisy Snowdrop, a Shorthorn
cow owned by H. C. Folk, near
Canton, 0., had triplet calves, all
normal and healthy.
One-third of Russia's cultivated
soil is planted in wheat,
modities to you or as near your
home as a truck can run.
"Will look strictly after the unfortunate ones that can't help
themselves, and relieve every
burden possible from the wealthy
by safeguarding your interest.
Yours sincerely, W. H. Mattingly."
a>
Herman Gabbard, another candidate for jailer in Jackson,
strikes a divergent note when he
says, "Most of my opponents are
seeking to get elected on some
form of sympathy. I could put
up as good a hard luck story as
anyone but that is real injustice
to you . . I want to thank you
again in advance for any assistance you give me."

Many new items arrive every day, new pack vegetables and fruits with
pancake flour, syrup, honey, etc. An investment in food now is a good inr
for everyone. More for your Money all the Time.

5

Chunky Chocolate
Most Delicious

Soap
Pineapple

Dole's Fancy
Crushed 14 oz. can

10c
Coffee

Soup

Big Boy Vegetable or
Tomato
Extra lg. tall can 10C
Kraft American
Extra Fine
Home-grown
10 po

Fresh and Cured Meats

Steaks

*300.00
for any worthy purpose
And the Princeton Federal Savings and Loan Association is qualified as fiscal agent of the United States
Government for sale of Defense Saving Bonds—The
savings and loan associations have gone forward teaching American people the philosophy of thrift—Something the Government is setting out to do—Purchase
your bonds here. We are glad to serve.

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
(Incorporated)
RAMON 2 and 3 Chickasaw Building
ROPILINSVILLE, KY.

Cup

Cheese
Cobblers

up to

Write .

Loving

(The coffee with the wonderful

want every one of those babies
and their children to vote for my
son John."
*
A candidate for sheriff in PoW-

Take advantage of summer prices on coal and other
';inter needs before the prices advance. The savings will
usually be more than the interest you pay. As long as 20
months to repay your loan.
Wise borrowers use our insured payment plan because
ihe loan is paid in full in event of your death and the payments are paid during your illness or through loss of time
by accident This costs only a few cents a month extra.

Loving Cup Floating 3
)tat
at bargain price

Henrietta Hotel Building
Princeton, Ky.
—:—
—:—
Telephone 46

We Sell U. S. Defense Saving Bonds.

Sirloin, cut from Swift's
corn-fed baby beef
Lb.

yic

Sulb.gr Cured
3
piece or more

Bacon
Frankfurters

FRESH FRUIT ... FRESH VEGETABLES..., FRESH MEA
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

